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PARTITIONING POINT SETS IN ARBITRARY DIMENSION * 
Richard COLE 
Cowan? Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New York University, New York, NY 10012, U.S.A. 
Abstract. We introduce a new type of partition called a parallel planes partition. We prove there 
exists a parallel planes partition of any set of n points in arbitrary dimension. This partition yields 
a data structure for the half-space retrieval problem in arbitrary dimension; it has linear size and 
achieves a sublinear query time. Also, we give efficient algorithms for computing this partition. 
1. Introduction 
The half-space retrieval problem is the following. Given a set of n points in 
d-dimensional Euclidean space, preprocess them so as to be able to quickly answer 
the query: how many points lie in the query half space H. (A variant of the problem, 
the listing problem, is to ask for a list of the points in the half space.) It is assumed 
that many such queries will be made. Thus it is reasonable to preprocess the set of 
points and to amortize the cost of this preprocessing over the (many) queries. Our 
first concern here is with the query time and the space used by the data structure 
for holding the preprocessed information. We note that the naive searching algorithm 
takes linear time. Thus, we aim for a sublinear search time and a data structure 
using linear space. A second concern is to find relatively efficient algorithms for 
building the data structures. 
Recently, an elegant approach to this problem was discovered by Willard [12]. 
There are two basic lemmas underlying his construction. First, given a set of n 
points, the plane can be partitioned by two straight lines into four quadrants so 
that each (open) quadrant holds at most an points. This leads to a recursive storage 
of the points in a four-way balanced tree (ignoring, for now, points lying on 
the partitioning lines). Second, any line intersects only three of the four 
quadrants defined by the two partitioning lines. This implies that, in carrying out 
a half-space query, at most three of the four subtrees of the root need be ex- 
plored further. Recursive application of this observation yields a sublinear search 
time. 
By tuning his data structure (dividing the set into six equal parts with three lines, 
rather than four parts with two lines) Willard obtained a linear-sized data structure 
that supported a query time of O(n’.“). (Henceforth we will not refer to the size 
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of the data structure, for it is always linear in this paper.) Subsequent work by 
Edelsbrunner and Welzl [8] improved the query time to O(n0-695). 
Using the same approach Yao [13,14] obtained a similar result in three 
dimensions. She proved that, given any set of n points, the space can be divided 
by three planes into eight regions so that each open region contains at most one 
eighth of the points. This yielded an algorithm for the half-space retrieval problem 
with a sublinear query time. Dobkin and Edelsbrunner [5,7] then further improved 
the algorithm that is derived from this partition, obtaining a query time of 0( no.*‘). 
The natural generalization in d dimensions is to seek to partition the space into 
2d regions so that each open region contains at most r~/2~ points. Such a partition 
would yield an algorithm for half-space retrieval with sublinear query time similar 
to Willard’s. It is natural to try to achieve this partition with d planes. However, 
Avis [l] showed that, for d 2 5, there exist sets of n points for which there is no 
such partition. In fact he showed that, in general, any partition by planes requires 
at least (2d -1)/d planes. While not proving that there is no algorithm with a 
sublinear search time, this result does have a somewhat negative flavor. 
Recently, A. Yao and F. Yao [15] showed that there exists a partition in d 
dimensions, for any d. Their partition divides the space into 2d regions, using parts 
of 3. 2dm2 - 1 planes so that each of the open regions in the partition contains at 
most (4)” of the points. We show a similar result for the parallel planes partition: 
it divides the space into 2d regions using parts of 2d-’ planes so that each of the 
open regions in the partition contains at most (1)” of the points. This is a generaliz- 
ation of the partition described in [2]. It is not a variant of the partition given in 
[ 151; the underlying ideas are similar, however. 
Both these partitions immediately yield a linear sized data structure for the 
half-space retrieval problem in d dimensions supporting a sublinear query time, 
namely O(n”“g’2d~‘“ld ) (in three dimensions this is O(n”.y36)). The derivation of 
this result is given in [ 151. The query time yielded by the data structure in this paper 
is the same as that provided by the data structure in [ 151. The advance in this paper 
is to provide an efficient algorithm for constructing the data structure. This is 
discussed later in the introduction. Further applications of the partition result include 
the circle retrieval problem [13] and other query problems [6, 151. Our work and 
[ 151 extend these results to arbitrary dimension; for example, both partitions provide 
a data structure for the sphere retrieval problem supporting a sublinear query time, 
in arbitrary dimension. 
A different approach, based on e-nets, was introduced by Hausler and Welzl [9]. 
It leads to a linear sized data structure for the half-space retrieval problem in d 
dimensions with the fastest known query time, namely: O(nCrPY), where LY = 
d(d - l)/(d(d - 1)+ 1) for any fixed y> 0. In particular, in three dimensions, 
(Y = 0.857. Hausler and Welzl give a probabilistic algorithm to construct their data 
structure; no efficient deterministic algorithm is known. 
An interesting aspect of our work is that the partition is not by d planes (in fact, 
it uses parts of 2”-’ planes). So the result proved by Avis [l] does not rule out our 
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construction. This opens up the prospect of finding other partitions for point sets 
in arbitrary dimension. In fact, it suggests that one might seek other partitions 
enjoying the following properties: 
(a) Every open region defined by the partition contains at least some constant 
fraction of the points. (Or, more precisely, the open region plus the separating 
surfaces contain at least some constant fraction of the points.) 
(b) For any plane, there is at least one region, defined by the partition, that the 
plane does not intersect. 
A partition satisfying property (b) is called an avoiding partition (any plane avoids 
at least one region). A partition satisfying both properties is called a separating 
partition (property (a) was first proposed in [ 131). A separating partition immediately 
yields an algorithm for half-space retrieval, of the form given by Willard, having a 
sublinear query time. A caveat should be made here. In Willard’s data structure it 
is necessary to be able to perform half-space queries on the separating lines if they 
contain any of the points. Similarly, to obtain an efficient algorithm from a class of 
separating partitions, we need to be able to perform half-space queries on the 
separating surfaces, and these queries must be performed faster than the general 
queries. (Our partition uses (d - 1)-dimensional planes for the separating surfaces, 
and for these surfaces the requirement is met.) 
In the second part of the paper we will give algorithms for computing the parallel 
planes partition. The algorithms compute a partition in d 3 3 dimensions in time 
O( n log/‘d’ n), where f(d) = 2dm’ -d. In three dimensions this is O(n log n). (The 
previous best result computed a weaker partition in d 2 3 dimensions in time 0( n”) 
[ 151; in 2 dimensions, Megiddo [ 111 gave a linear time algorithm.) Our algorithms 
are based on Megiddo’s ingenious technique for using a parallel algorithm for one 
problem to derive an efficient serial algorithm for a related problem [lo]. In our 
case the parallel algorithm will be for the sorting problem, so we are able to use 
the enhancement of Megiddo’s technique given by Cole [3]. Our algorithms will 
require repeated recursive use of Megiddo’s technique; this was illustrated previously 
in [4]. 
These algorithmic techniques can also be used to obtain algorithms, with the 
same running times, for computing a special case of the partitions described in [ 1.51; 
this partition uses (parts of) 2dP’ separating planes. 
In Section 2 we will describe the parallel planes partition and prove that it is 
avoiding. In Section 3 we will show that it is separating. In Section 4 we will describe 
several algorithms for computing the parallel planes partition. 
2. The partition is avoiding 
We make the notion of a partition precise. 
Definition 2.1 (F. Yao [13]). Let S be a set of n points in d-dimensional space. A 
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partition L7 for S is a pair (R, P), where R is a set of disjoint open regions and P 
is a set of (d - l)-dimensional surfaces such that every point of S either lies in a 
region R E R, or on a surface P E P. A region R E R is said to be a &r-region with 
respect to D if at least 6n points of S are contained in R u UpFp P (i.e., the 
remaining open regions of R contain at most (1 - 8)n points). We say n = (R, P) 
is a &z-partition if every R E R is a &-region. 
In the proofs and constructions below we will often consider subspaces S. 
Sometimes, we use “in S, R . . .” to denote S n R. 
We describe the parallel planes partition next. As an aid to our intuition, we start 
with the partition II in three-dimensional space. We use four partitioning planes: 
P, Q, R,, R,. R, and R, are parallel; further, we only use parts of the planes R, 
and R,, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (hereafter, when we refer to a plane, we intend that 
part of the plane in the partition). In addition, let x,, i = 1,2,3, be orthogonal axes. 
We choose P to be parallel to the x2-x, plane, and Q to be parallel to the x7 axis. 
It is clear that these planes define eight disjoint, open regions. 
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Fig. 1. 
Lemma 2.2. Any plane M intersects at most seven of the regions defined by II: 
Proof. The approach used in this proof was suggested by Edelsbrunner [7]. We 
show that the planes P, Q, R,, R, define at most seven faces on M. We can then 
conclude that M intersects at most seven of the regions defined by fl. 
We first note that if M is parallel to R, (and hence, to R2), then it avoids (does 
not intersect) at least four of the eight regions defined by II: So we assume that M 
is not parallel to R,. P and Q define four open regions; we refer to these regions 
as quadrants. Suppose that M is parallel to Pn Q. Then M avoids at least one of 
the quadrants, and hence, it avoids at least two of the regions defined by fl. So we 
assume that M is not parallel to Pn Q either. 
Let R be parallel to R, (and hence, to R2) and suppose that R passes through 
P n Q n M. Then, in M, R avoids at least one pair of opposite quadrants (see Fig. 
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2). Only one of the planes R, and R2 can intersect either of the quadrants in this 
pair (this follows from the definition of the partition); without loss of generality, 
suppose that R, is this plane. But, in M, R, can intersect at most one of the quadrants 
in this pair since R, is parallel to R. We deduce that P, Q, R,, and R, define at 
most seven faces on M. 0 
In d dimensions, the partition IZ uses 2dp’ planes (or rather, parts of these 
planes). We use planes Pi, 1 s i c d where, for i > 1, 0 Sj < 21m2 and, for i = 1, j = 0. 
(In three dimensions, PA is P, Pi is Q, Pi is R, , and P: is R2.) We say a plane P; 
is at level i. The planes are each given an orientation. We name the open regions 
defines by the planes at levels 1 through i as follows. .!JJ is such a region; the kth 
digit of j, 1 s k G d, in the binary representation (counting from the right end), 
equals 1 if the region is on the positive side of its bounding level k plane and 0 if 
it is on the negative side. We note that Ui is partitioned by a level i+ 1 plane into 
u ;::, and U)+‘. The signature of region Ui is defined to be the i-bit numberj. Also, 
the signature of any point in Up-’ is defined to be the (d - I)-bit number j. 
The partition U in three dimensions was described above. The partition fl in d 
dimensions, d > 3, is obtained as follows. Let x, , x2,. . . , xd be a collection of 
orthogonal axes, and let X, be the unit vector along the x, axis, 1 c is d. We require 
the level i planes, i < d, to be parallel to Xd. Also, when we project the level i planes, 
i < d, parallel to Xd, into a subspace perpendicular to X d, we require that the projected 
planes form a (d - I)-dimensional partition. It remains to define the level d planes. 
Plane P: is chosen to divide two regions that are on opposite sides of their level i 
bounding planes for i < d; more precisely, Pf divides the regions U”,-’ and Ug-‘, 
where (Y = 2j, and p = 6, the complement of the (d - l)-bit number (Y. The parts of 
the plane not intersecting these two regions are discarded. We will also impose 
certain parallelism constraints on these planes; we describe these below. 
Definition 2.3. Let U be a region and let P and Q be bounding planes for U. U is 
mixed with respect to P and Q if it is on the positive side of one of these planes 
and on the negative side of the other; it is unmixed if U is on the same side of both 
of these planes. 
Lemma 2.4. For each plane Pf , 3 s is d, 0 S j < 2jp2, the two regions divided by Pi 
have the same bounding planes; also, the two regions are either both mixed or both 
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unmixed, with respect to any pair of bounding planes, one plane at level k, the other 
at level h # k, h, k < i. 
Proof. We prove the result by induction on i. The result is clearly true for i = 3. 
Suppose that it is true for i = 1; we prove it for i = I+ 1. The regions divided by P: 
are Ui;’ and UL-‘, where k is the complement of 2j considered as an (I - 1)-bit 
number. By the inductive hypothesis, these two regions have the same level h 
bounding planes for h < 1. The division by P: creates the following four regions: 
&I 
+2J 3 f-J:, , U:‘-‘+k 1 U:. The bounding planes for these four regions are the 
bounding planes for Ui;’ and Uf;‘, plus P:; thus, these four regions have the same 
bounding planes. We note that, considered as l-bit numbers, 2” + 2j is the comple- 
ment of k, and 2”+ k is the complement of 2j. Hence, for i = I+ 1, the pair of 
regions divided by the same level i plane have the same level h bounding planes 
for h < I+ 1. Also, it is clear that the pair of regions are both mixed or unmixed 
with respect to any two of their bounding planes. q 
We enforce the parallelism in stages. But first, we provide some notation: Td-’ 
denotes the subspace spanned by &, %dPI,. . . , Xd_,. 
There is no first stage. For the second stage, all the level d planes are constrained 
to be parallel in Tdm2 (that is, the intersections of the level d planes with Tdp2 are 
all parallel planes). We denote the set of level d planes by S,“-‘. 
The ith stage, 3 G i G d - 1, proceeds as follows. Suppose, at the end of the (i - 1)st 
stage, we have obtained sets Sf-‘+‘, 0 s j < 21P3. We separate the planes in Sy-‘+’ 
into two sets: Szd;’ and Stjy’, . A plane is placed in S$Jmi (respectively StjL’,) if it 
divides unmixed (respectively mixed) regions Udp’, where we consider the regions 
with respect to their bounding planes at levels d - i + 1 and d - i + 2. The planes in 
St,-’ are constrained to be parallel in Td-‘, as are the planes in St,Li,. 
We also have a vacuous dth stage, solely to define the sets S,“, 0s j < 2dP2; each 
of these sets contains just one plane. 
The following observation will be needed for the proof of Lemma 2.8. Consider 
the regions on the positive side of their level d - i+ 1 bounding plane, divided by 
a plane in Si,-’ (respectively St;‘,) 2 G G d. These regions are on the same side of i 
their level k bounding planes for d - i-t 1 < k < d - 1. A similar claim holds for 
regions on the negative side of their level d - i + 1 bounding plane. (The observation 
is easily verified by induction on i.) 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that P and Q are two planes in Sf’?‘. The bounding level k planes 
for the regions divided by P and Q are parallel in Td-‘, for 2 G i 5 d - 1, k < d. 
Proof. We prove the result by induction on the dimension d. Clearly, it holds for 
d = 3. Suppose that the result is true for dimension d - 1; we prove it for dimension 
d also. First, we prove the result for k = d - 1 and 3 G i d d - 1. Let h = i - 1. Note 
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that parallelism constraints were imposed not only on the level d planes, but also 
on the level k planes, k < d. So suppose that the level d - 1 planes are placed in 
sets S,dpl,d-l-h, 2~ h < d -2, 0~j ~:2~-’ (similar to the sets Sd-’ for the level d 
planes). The planes in Sy-‘*dP’Ph = Sf-‘7dPi are exactly the bounding level d - 1 
planes for the regions divided by the planes in SfP’-h = S,“-’ and SpLilI;” = S$-1. 
(This is easy to check, by induction on h, for the division of SfP’Xd-‘mh into two 
sets is made according to whether the planes in S, dP’,dP’-h divide mixed or unmixed 
regions with respect to the bounding planes at levels d - 1 - h + 1 and d - 1 - h + 2.) 
Also, the planes in S~-‘,d-‘-h are parallel in the subspace spanned by 
&_,,,..., Xd_, (by construction), and are parallel to %d (as they are level d - 1 
planes); thus the planes in SJdP’*dP’mh are parallel in Td-‘-h = TdP’. That is, the 
level d - 1 and the level d bounding planes for the regions divided by planes in 
Syei are parallel in Td-’ for 3cicd-1. 
Next, we prove the result for all k and 3 G i 4 d - 1. Consider the (d - 
l)-dimensional separating partition provided by the level k planes, k< d, in a 
subspace perpendicular to Xd. By the inductive hypothesis, the result holds in this 
subspace. Thus, the level k planes, bounding the regions divided by planes in 
S;m’,dPi, are parallel in the subspace spanned by XdPl,. . . , i&l. But the level k 
planes, k < d, are all parallel to %d by construction. So these level k planes are 
parallel in TdP’ also. These level k planes are the bounding planes for the regions 
divided by planes in Sp-’ and S$&~. Thus the result holds in this case. 
For the case i = 2, we note that, for each k, k d d, the level k planes are parallel 
in TdP2. Thus the result holds for i = 2. 0 
Remark 2.6. (This remark is relevant to Section 3.) We define the signature of set 
S,“-’ as follows. Consider the regions divided by planes in Sf’-‘. Let UdP’ be the 
region on the negative side of its level j bounding planes for 1 sj s d - i + 1 (it is 
easy to show that there is exactly one such region). The number comprising the first 
i - 2 bits (from the left end) of the signature of Udm’ is defined to be the signature 
of sp? This signature is denoted u(j). (If the signature is read from left to right, 
it gives the orientation of the region Ud-’ with respect to its bounding planes at 
levels d-l, d-2 ,..., d-i+2.) 
Lemma 2.7. (1) The partition is avoiding. 
(2) No level d plane is parallel to &. 
(3) Consider the level j planes bounding some region Udm’, 1 c j G d - i, 1 c i 5 
d - 1. Their intersection is an i-dimensional subspace parallel to Td-‘+‘. 
Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on d. It is clear that the lemma holds for 
d = 3. The inductive result is proved by means of the next four lemmas (Lemmas 
2.8-2.11). 0 
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Some notation will be helpful. Let M be an arbitrary plane, not parallel to Xd 
nor to any of the level d planes. Let P be a level d plane. Let A and B be the two 
regions divided by l? By Lemma 2.4, A and B have the same bounding planes. 
Define OP to be the point that is the intersection of d planes: the d - 1 bounding 
planes of A and the plane M (in the proof of Lemma 2.8 we will show that 0, is 
well defined). Let RP be the plane parallel to P passing through Op. We note that 
if RP avoids the interior of both A and B, then P avoids the interior of at least one 
of these regions. We also note that RP either intersects the interior of both A and 
B, or it avoids the interior of both A and B. In addition, these two observations 
apply in any affine subspace containing OP. 
Lemma 2.8. Suppose that M is a plane, not parallel to Xd nor to any of the level d 
planes. For each i, 2 c i G d, there is a set $1: such that one of the following holds. 
Either, for each plane P in Sir:, in the subspace M n Tdmi+‘, the plane RP avoids the 
interior of both regions divided by P. Or, each plane Pin SIt,I: is parallel to M n Tdp’+‘. 
Furthermore, for i 2 3, SIDE’ c SiTi++,‘, I (we dejinej,_,=0). 
Proof. First, we note that, by induction on d, we can assume that the level d - i 
planes, 1 G is d - 1, are not parallel to x&j (Lemma 2.7(2)). And, by construction, 
the level d - i planes are parallel to Td-‘+I. 
The proof is by induction on i. For the base case i = 2, the proof is relatively 
trivial. We note that, by construction, the planes in S,“-’ are parallel in Tdm2, and 
hence in M n Tdm’. Since M is not parallel to )zd, M n Td-’ is a line. Let P be a 
plane in StP2. Either P is parallel to M n Td-‘, in which case every plane in Sgd-’ 
is parallel to M n Tdp’. Or P n M n Tdm’ is a point. In the latter case, let A and 
B be the regions divided by l? In M n Td-‘, A and B are the semi-infinite regions 
separated by Q, the level d - 1 bounding plane for A and B (for in Td-‘, Q is 
parallel to %d but not to id_‘; thus it intersects M n Tdp’ in a point, namely 0,). 
In M n Tdp’, RP is also the point OP; thus, in M n Tdp’, RP avoids the interior 
of both A and B. Clearly, this result holds for every plane P in Ste2. 
For the inductive step, suppose that, in the subspace M n Tdm’+‘, either, for each 
plane P in S,“,:::,‘, the corresponding plane R, avoids the interior of both regions 
divided by P; or each plane P in S~,~:~” is parallel to M n Tdmit2. The proof here 
is similar to that for Lemma 2.2. Let P be a plane in S:‘,:::,‘. Let A and B be the 
regions divided by l? The region C (respectively D) is defined to be the region with 
the following signature: the jth bit is opposite to the jth bit of A’s (respectively 
B’s) signature for 1 s j < d - i + 2, and is the same for d - i + 2 s j d d - 1. Let Q be 
the plane bisecting C and D. We note that Q E S,d,I:z,’ (see the observation preceding 
Lemma 2.5). We will show that, in M n Tdmitl, either R, avoids the interior of 
both the regions A and B, or R, avoids the interior of both the regions C and D, 
or P (and Q) are parallel to M n Tdp’+‘. 
By Lemma 2.5 in M n Tdp’+‘, 7 the planes bounding both C and D are parallel 
to the planes bounding A and B. Consider translating the planes bounding C and 
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D parallel to themselves so that in M n Td-‘+’ they are identical to the planes 
bounding A and B; the regions C and D, when translated thus, are named C’ and 
D’ respectively. In M n Td-‘+2, C’ (respectively D’) is the same region as A 
(respectively B). 
Next, we show that in M n Td-‘+’ , A, B, C’, D’ are separated by the level d - i + 1 
and level d - i+2 bounding planes for A and B. It suffices to show that the level 
d - i + 1 and level d - i + 2 bounding planes for A and B are distinct in M n Td-‘+’ 
and are not equal to M n Td-‘“. But this follows because the level d - i+ 1 planes 
are all parallel to Tdmit” but not to _&-,+l, and the level d - ii2 planes are all 
parallel to Td-‘+’ but not to .&,+2, and both the level d - i + 1 and the level d - i + 2 
planes are parallel to .%d, while M is not parallel to 2.d. 
We continue by showing that OP is well defined in Tdm’+‘. The intersection of 
the level j bounding planes for the region divided by P, for 1 sj 4 d - i, is an 
i-dimensional subspace parallel to Td-‘+‘. For, by induction on d, Lemma 2.7(3) 
tells us that the intersection of these bounding planes, in the subspace spanned by 
Xl,..., z&l, span an (i - I)-dimensional subspace parallel to &,+l, . , ifdpl; as 
these bounding planes are all parallel to & also, we conclude that, in the d- 
dimensional space, their intersection is an i-dimensional subspace parallel to Td-‘+‘. 
Thus, in Tdprt’, 0, is the intersection of M and the level j bounding planes, 
d - i + 1 <j s d - 1. Similarly, in Tdm’+‘, 0, is the intersection of M and the level 
j bounding planes for d - i +2 i j< d - 1; and, by induction on i, in Tderi2, Op is 
a single point. We recall that the level d - i+ 1 bounding plane is parallel to Td-‘+’ 
in T d-‘f’ by construction. Thus, OP is a single point in Td-‘+’ also. Hence, OP and 
RP are well defined in Tdmi+‘. 
By the inductive hypothesis on i, in M n Tdm’+‘, either (Case 1) RP avoids the 
interior of both A and B (and hence, of both C’ and D’), or (Case 2) RP is 
M n Tdmit2. In Case 1, we claim that, in M n Tdeitl, R, can intersect the interior 
of the regions in at most one of the pairs: A and B, C’ and D’. For suppose that, 
in M n Td-‘+‘, RP intersects the interior of both A and C’. Consider two points 
on RP n M n Td-‘+‘, one in the interior of A and one in the interior of C’. The 
line joining these two points intersects M n Td--lf2 at a point in the interior of A 
(equally, we can view it as being in the interior of C’). But this line lies on R,; this 
contradicts the fact that, in M n Tdm’+‘, RP avoids the interior of A. Similarly, in 
M n Td-‘+‘, RP intersects the interior of at most one of B and D’. Suppose that, 
in M n Tdmi+‘, RP intersects the interior of A. We show that, in M n Tdmi+‘, RP 
also intersects the interior of B. For consider a point in M n Td-iil, on R,, in the 
interior of A, and consider the line joining this point to OP. This line passes through 
the interior of B; also the line lies on Rp. Hence, in M n Td-‘+I, if RP intersects 
the interior of A, then in M n Td-‘+‘, RP also intersects the interior of B. We 
conclude that, in M n Tdmitl, RP intersects the interior of regions in at most one 
of the pairs A and B, C’ and D’. Suppose that RP avoids the interior of both C’ 
and D’ in M n Td-‘+‘. Then R, avoids the interior of both C and D in M n Td-‘+‘; 
this is clear for, in Tdp’+‘, the boundary planes of C and D are parallel to the 
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boundary planes of C’ and D’, and R, is parallel to Rp. Thus, in M n Td-‘+‘, 
either RP avoids the interior of both the regions A and B, or R, avoids the interior 
of both the regions C and D. 
Without loss of generality, suppose that the interiors of regions A and B were 
avoided by Rp. Suppose that A and B are the mixed (respectively unmixed) regions 
with respect to the bounding level d - i+ 1 and level d - i + 2 planes. Let R be a 
plane in Sf’,:::,’ that divides two mixed (respectively unmixed) regions with respect 
to the level d - i+ 1 and d - i+ 2 planes. In M n Tdm’+‘, by Lemma 2.5, the level 
k bounding plane for these two regions is parallel to the level k bounding plane 
for A and B, for 1 s k G d - 1. Also, in M n T”-’ ‘I, R, is parallel to Rp. Thus, in 
M n Td-‘+l, RR avoids the interior of the mixed (respectively unmixed) regions 
divided by R. We choose jd-, accordingly. 
In Case 2, we note that all the planes in S:‘,:: are parallel in TdPii’. Hence, in 
M n Td-‘+‘, either (Case 2.1) the planes in Sz,-: are equal to M n Tdp’+‘, or (Case 
2.2) RP avoids the interior of all of A, B, C’, D’. In Case 2.1 we are done. In Case 
2.2, we note that RP avoids the interior of both regions divided by P, and we proceed 
asinCase 1. Cl 
Lemma 2.9. The partition is avoiding. 
Proof. Let M be a plane. We show that the partition defines at most 2d - 1 regions 
on M. We can then deduce that M intersects at most 2d - 1 of the regions defined 
by the partition. Since this is true for any plane M, the partition is separating. 
Suppose that M is parallel to a level d plane P. Then of the four regions, with 
bounding plane P, two are avoided by M. Next, suppose that M is parallel to %d. 
Then we project into the (d - I)-dimensional subspace perpendicular to %.d, project- 
ing parallel to i$. The level i planes, i < d, form a separating partition in this 
subspace, and hence, by induction on d, the lemma holds for this subspace. We 
deduce that M avoids the interior of at least one region in this subspace, and hence 
it avoids the interior of at least two regions in the d-dimensional partition. 
We consider the remaining possibilities for M. Now, M satisfies the conditions 
of Lemma 2.8. To obtain 2d regions on M, we would need, for each level d plane 
Q, that, in M, Q intersects both the regions divided by Q. Consider P, the plane in 
Sf,. By Lemma 2.5, in M, the corresponding plane R, avoids both regions divided 
by P. Hence, in M, P intersects at most one of the two regions divided by P. The 
result follows. C! 
Lemma 2.10. No level d plane is parallel to )2d. 
Proof. First note that the level d planes are all parallel in Td -2. Thus if one of 
them is parallel to $, then they all are. Now suppose that the level d planes are 
all parallel to %d. Apply Lemma 2.8, with M a plane normal to Xd. There is a level 
d plane P such that, in M, RP does not intersect either of the regions divided by 
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P. But since all the partitioning planes and RP are normal to M, this result holds 
in the d-dimensional space also. We conclude that P does not divide one of the 
regions divided by P; that is, we do not have a partition. Thus no level d plane is 
parallel to &. cl 
Lemma 2.11. Consider the level j planes bounding some region Ud-‘, 1 s js d - i, 
1 G i s d - 1. Their intersection is an i-dimensional subspace parallel to Td-‘+I. 
Proof. For i > 1, the result follows by induction on d plus the fact that, forjc d - 1, 
the level j planes are parallel to fd. For i = 1, we note that the level d - 1 plane 
is parallel to %d and not to %&_l (by induction on d). Also, as just shown, the 
intersection of the level j planes, 1 sj G d - 2, is a two-dimensional subspace parallel 
to the &_i-xd plane. Thus, the intersection of the level j planes, 1 Gj s d - 1, is a 
one-dimensional subspace parallel to &. q 
3. The partition is separating 
We prove that by a judicious choice of the level d planes we can obtain an 
n/2d-partition. Our proof will proceed by giving a construction; it should not be 
viewed as an algorithm, however. That will be given in the next section. There are 
two major concerns in our construction. The first is to select each plane in such a 
way that it is unique. The second concern arises because our construction will 
involve certain parameters that may vary. The concern is to ensure that the planes 
vary continuously with these parameters, in a sense that will be made precise below. 
We build the partition by constructing, in turn, the level 1 planes, the level 2 
planes,. . , the level d planes. Since constructing the level i planes for i < d is a 
lower-dimensional problem, it suffices to describe how to construct the level d 
planes. We will show that, given an orthogonal axis system x,, . . , xd, a d- 
dimensional parallel planes partition exists. In addition, we will show that the 
partition is unique, in the following sense. We discard those points lying on level i 
planes for i < d. Let P be a level d plane being constructed. Suppose P is intended 
to bisect point sets of size m1 and m *, contained in regions A, and A2 respectively. 
Then we require that P pass through the [$(m, + l)] th point in region Ai, i = 1,2 
(ordering the points from left to right with respect to P). (If any region contains 
no points, we place a single point somewhere in the interior of the region so as to 
make P well defined.) We refer to a plane P that divides the point sets in this way 
as bisecting the point sets. Clearly, this construction provides an n/2d-partition. 
For each level d plane P we will define a series of angles e&l, f?&?, . . . , 8,, 
-$-r<O,~~?r, 1 c i G d - 1, that describe the plane’s orientation. (Strictly speaking, 
we should also index the angles 0, by the index for the corresponding plane; as no 
ambiguity results, we omit this.) ed_, and e&, will be the same for all planes. For 
each i, 3 s i s d - 1, and for each j, 0 s j < 2’-~‘, e&, will be the same for all planes 
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in Sp-‘. This restriction will correspond to the planes in Sy-’ being parallel in the 
subspace TdPi. 
Before defining the angles it is helpful to introduce a new set of axes y, , y,, . . , y, 
for each level d plane l? Let A and B be the regions bisected by P. We define the 
two-dimensional surface Yd_,, 1 G i =S d - 1, to be the intersection of the following 
bounding planes of A and B: the level j planes for 1 sj < d - i and d - i + 1 “j 5 
d - 1. (We show that Yd _, is indeed a two-dimensional surface as follows: by Lemma 
2.7(3), the intersection of the level j bounding planes, 1 s j s d - 1, is a line parallel 
to Xd. Thus, the given intersection must be a two-dimensional surface.) Notice that 
Yd_i is parallel to Xd. We define yd-, to be the unit vector perpendicular to & in 
Yd_$, 1 < i 5 d - 1. jd__, is oriented to be on the positive side of the level d - i 
bounding plane. Also, we define yd = Xd. The y, axis is the axis along Y,, 1 s i =S d. 
Lemma 3.1. ydmmi s the same for each plane in S;‘~-‘, 2~ i 4 d - 1, 0~ 1 <2’--2. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, for each j, j < d, the level j bounding planes, for regions 
divided by planes in $I, are parallel in Td-‘. By Lemma 2.7(3), the intersection 
of the level j planes, 1 c j < d - i, is an (i + I)-dimensional subspace parallel to Td -‘. 
Thus, the ydmi axes for these planes are parallel. (Note: we orient the level d - i 
bounding planes to ensure that the vectors jjd-,, for planes in S;‘-‘, are parallel and 
not antiparallel; this is easily done since the level d - i planes are all parallel in 
TdP’ by construction.) q 
Lemma 3.2. jd, Y&], . . , jd_, span Tdm’ for 0~ i < d - 1. 
Proof. We prove the result by induction on i. It is clearly true for i = 0. We turn to 
the inductive result. By the inductive hypothesis, we know that yd, . , jd. ,+, span 
TdP’+‘. Also, by Lemma 2.7(3), the intersection of the level j planes, 1 s j < d - i 
is an (i+ I)-dimensional subspace parallel to Td-‘; so yd-, is contained in Tdm’ 
(more precisely, in an (i+ 1)-dimensional subspace parallel to Td-‘). In T*-.‘, the 
intersection of the level j planes, d - i + 1 s j G d - 1, is a two-dimensional surface 
parallel to Zd, while in Td -‘+’ it is a one-dimensional surface parallel to %d (these 
are immediate consequences of Lemma 2.7(3)). We conclude that jjd is not contained 
in T d-‘+’ and hence, jjd,. . . ,j&# span TdP’. Cl 
Now we define the angles 8,. Consider the plane defined by the yd and y, axes. 
Bi is the angle between P and j$ in this plane, where the angles are measured from 
yd to jj, (see Fig. 3). 
We need to show that the angles 0,, 1 s i s d - 1, produce the parallelism we 
require. 
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Fig. 3. 
Lemma 3.3. If Bd_,, Od-*, . . . , Od_, are the same for all planes in Sp-‘, then these 
planes are parallel in Tdm’ for 1 G i 4 d - 2, 0 c j < 21e2. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, yd,. . ,jd-, span Tdm’. Thus fixing ed-,, . . , Od-i fixes the 
orientation of the plane in T”--‘. The result follows. 0 
Let 0:, 1 G is d - 1, denote the angles producing an n/2d-partition. We aim to 
show that the angles I&, and Oz_, exist and are unique and likewise for each angle 
tIj_, associated with a set Sf’--‘, for 0 s j < 2’-= and 3 d i S d - 1. Actually, we will 
show that each term tan 0: (denoted t:) exists and is unique; but this is the same 
result. We extend the notation to make t: a function of tan 0, (denoted t,), for j> i, 
as follows. For each set SL-‘, given the corresponding values t,, for j > i, tf denotes 
the value of t, producing the required parallelism and partitioning for the planes 
in SL-‘. Before proving the existence and uniqueness result we need 
and a technical lemma. 
some definitions 
Definition 3.4. Let f(xr_, . . . , x,) be a function of k variables. f is unbounded in x, 
if, when x, tends to ~0 and x, is bounded for j # i, then f tends to one of *a; and 
when x, tends to -00, f tends to one of *cc. f is a strict function if, as a function 
of x,, f is either strictly increasing or strictly decreasing for 1 c i G k. (f could be 
strictly increasing in one variable and strictly decreasing in another variable.) If f 
is a strict function, the signature off is defined to be the k-bit number whose ith 
bit (from the right) is a one if and only if f is an increasing function of x, for 1 G i 5 k. 
Lemma 3.5. Let the function f (xkr . . . , x,) be strict and have signature cr. Also, suppose 
f is unbounded and continuous in each variable. Consider the function g(x,, . , .x2), 
which, when defined, satisfies f(xk, . . . , x2, g) = 0. Then g is deJined for all x,, . . , x2, 
is unbounded and continuous in each variable, and is a strict function. If u = 27, g has 
signature r; while ifu = 27 + 1, g has signature ?, the complement of r. 
Proof. We show that g is a continuous function of xi for 2~ is k; the other claims 
are straightforward and are left to the reader. Without loss of generality, suppose 
that f is an increasing function of x1 and x, (hence, g is a decreasing function of 
x,). We show that g is a continuous function of x, from below; the proof of continuity. 
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from above is identical. Let 
g- = i; g(xk,. . . ) x, - 6,. . . ) XJ. 
And let g = g(xk, . . . , x2). Since g is a decreasing function of xi, g- 2 g. By the 
continuity of i 
limf(xk,. . . , X,-6,. . . ,X*,g-)=f(Xk,. . -yXi,. . . ,X2, g-). 
S+O 
Since f is an increasing function of x1, f(xkr . . . , xi,. . . , x2, gm) 2= 
ftxkv.. .Y xi,. . ‘3 x2, g) = 0. Since g is a strictly decreasing function 
strictly increasing function of x, , 
f(xk~*..~ xi-8,.*., x2~ 8-l 
<f(Xk,...,Xi-~,...,X*,g(Xk,...,Xi-~,...,X2))=0. 
of xi and f is a 
Letting 6 +O, we obtain, by the continuity of f, f(xk, . . , xi,. . . , x2, gp) S 0. We 
deduce that f(xk, . . . , xi, . . . , x2, g-) = 0, and hence, g- = g. Cl 
For each level d plane P and the associated angles OF,. . . , 0X_, , we will show, 
by repeated use of Lemma 3.5, that t: is a continuous, strict, unbounded function 
of 4 for j> i. 
Given a region Ud-‘, let L be the corresponding line parallel to Xd and contained 
in the intersection of its bounding planes. Choose an arbitrary point on L to be the 
origin; also, choose the same origin for the region opposite Udml (i.e., the region 
on the opposite side of each bounding plane). Consider the projected point set 
obtained by projecting the point set, contained in UdP’, onto L, each point being 
projected parallel to the level d plane P bisecting Ud-‘. Let x,,,,~ be the median of 
the projected point set, defined as follows: suppose that the set of projected points 
comprises m points; then x,,& is required to be the [i(m + l)Jth point from the 
left. We will show that x,,,,( t&r, . . ) t,) is continuous, strict, and unbounded, as 
a function of each t,, 1 s is d - 1 (where we consider the variables ti associated 
with the plane P bisecting Ud-‘). 
Consider a point (a,, . . . , ad) in Ud-‘, the coordinates being with respect to the 
axes yi, 1~ i c d, where the y, axis is the line L chosen above, and the origin of 
the coordinate system is as chosen above. (Note that the coordinate axes for different 
regions need not be parallel; however, the coordinate axes for opposite regions are 
the same.) Under the projection described in the last paragraph the point is mapped 
to the projected point 
art,+. . ‘+‘&_,td&,++. 
We note that each point in Ud-’ has the same signature. Thus, increasing some t, 
has the effect of increasing or decreasing every projected point from Ud-‘; we 
conclude that x,,d( td-, , . . . , t,) is a strict function and that it has the same signature 
as the set Ud-‘. Also, it is clear that x,,d is a continuous function of each t,, 
1 s j s d - 1. Suppose that Ud-’ lies on the positive (respectively negative) side of 
its bounding level j plane. If we bound every variable except for t, and let this latter 
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variable tend to 00, then x,& tends to 00 (respectively --CO). Similarly, if we let < 
tend to -Co, then x,,d tends to --oo (respectively co). Thus, x,,,ed, as a function of 
6, is continuous, strict, and unbounded for 1 -J -C . c d - 1 and it has the same signature 
as the region Ud-‘. 
We can now obtain the following result. 
Lemma 3.6. Let i i d - 1, f&l, . . . , ti+2, and a, set SF be given. Let a(r) denote the 
signature of Si. Then: 
(1) Suppose that ti+l is also given. There is one choice of ti, denoted t: (respectively 
tf), that achieves the required parallelism and bisection for the planes in SLT;;’ (respec- 
tively SAT:,). Asfunctions of $, forj > i, t,’ and tf are continuous, strict, and unbounded. 
In addition, tt has signature a(2r), while tf has signature u(2r+ l), the complement 
of a(2r). 
(2) There is a unique choice of ti+, (denoted tT+,) for which tf = tf and further, as 
a function of 5, j> i+l, tF+, is continuous, strict, and unbounded. In addition, tT+, 
has signature a(r). 
Proof. We prove the result by induction on i. The base case will be for i = 1. We 
prove each of the claims in turn. 
Claim 1. Let P be the plane in S:,. Let A, and AT be the two regions bisected 
by P with A, on the negative side of its bounding level 1 plane. Recall that the 
signatures of A, and A, are complementary. Let &,d be the value of x,,& (as defined 
above) corresponding to region Ai, i = 1,2. As shown above, as a function of t,, for 
l~j<d-I,x~ed is continuous, strict, and unbounded; also it has the same signature 
as region Ai. Hence $,,,d and xi,d have complementary signatures. Define diffo = 
1 2 
Xmed - xrned ; as a function of 5, for 16 jc d - 1, diff, is continuous, strict, and 
unbounded; also, diffo has the same signature as x,!,,,d. 
The value of t, for which diffo = 0 gives the orientation of plane l? For recall that 
P bisects the point sets in each of the regions A,, i = 1,2. Also, the projection of 
the point set onto the x, axis was parallel to P. Therefore, the projection preserves 
the distance of the points from P. Thus, since P bisects the point set in Ai, it must 
pass through X,&d, i = 1,2, when the points are projected parallel to P. So when 
tl = t: (the value of t, that gives the orientation of P), we have xhed =x:,~, that 
is, diff,, = 0. 
Let t: be the value of t, for which diff,=O; by Lemma 3.5, t: is a continuous, 
strict, and unbounded function of TV for j> 1. We recall that, by definition, the 
signature a(2r) of S;, consists of the first d -2 bits (from the left) of the signature 
of A, (see Remark 2.6). In addition, we note that the rightmost bit of the signature 
of A, is a zero (since it is on the negative side of its level 1 bounding plane); thus, 
A, has signature o(2r)O (=2 * o(2r)). As observed above, just before the current 
lemma, A, and xLed have the same signature, as does diffO. So, by Lemma 3.5, f: 
has signature o(2r). We conclude that t: is a continuous, strict, unbounded function 
of ?, for j> 1, with signature o(2r). Similarly, we can prove that t: is a continuous, 
strict, unbounded function of t, for j> 1, with signature a(2r+ 1). 
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We show that c(2r+ 1) is the complement of u(2r). Let A, have signature TOO 
(recall that the plane in St, divides unmixed regions with respect to the level 2 and 
level 1 bounding planes, and that we assumed A, was on the negative side of its 
bounding level 1 plane). So a(2r) = TO. A, has signature 711 and the regions divided 
by the plane in S”: I) [have signatures 701 and 510. So u(2r+l) = ?l; this is the 
complement of TO = v(2r), as claimed. 
Claim 2: Consider diff, = t: - t:. As a function of t,, for j> 1, diff, is continuous, 
strict, and unbounded. Also, diff, has signature a(2r). Hence, by Lemma 3.5, tz, 
the value for which diff, = 0, as a function of TV for j > 2, is continuous, strict, and 
unbounded. Since a(2r) = TO, we deduce, by Lemma 3.5, that t; has signature T. 
By definition, the signature a(r) of Sb consists of the first d - 3 bits of the signature 
of A,; thus, a(r) = 7. 
For the inductive step, suppose that the result is true for i = k - 1. We show that 
it is also true for i = k. We prove the two claims in turn. 
Proof of Claim 1: Almost all of this claim has been proved in Claim 2 of the 
inductive hypothesis for i = k - 1. It only remains to prove that (+(2r+ 1) is the 
complement of v(2r). Among the regions divided by planes in S,“,‘, let A be the 
region on the negative side of its level j bounding planes for 1 s j s k. The first 
d -k - 1 bits (from the left) of the signature of A comprise the signature of S::‘. 
We note that A has the (d -1)-bit signature 70k+’ (since A is an unmixed region 
with respect to its level k and level k + 1 bounding planes) and hence, a(2r) = TO. 
The regions divided by planes in S&, ?;‘, include the region with signature ?lOk. Thus, 
rr(2rf 1) = 71, the complement of a(2r). 
Proof of C/aim 2: To show that tt,, is a continuous, strict, and unbounded 
function, we argue as above, replacing diff, by diff k = t: - $. We can also conclude 
that t:,, has signature T; it remains to show that a(r) = T. As argued in Claim 1, 
region A has signature 70h+‘. Since A is on the negative side of its bounding level 
j planes for 1 s j s k, g(2r) = TO. Also, A is on the negative side of its bounding 
level j planes for 14 j < k + 1, and A is a region bisected by a plane in S:. Thus, 
a(r)=7. c! 
Lemma 3.6 shows that, for each level d plane, the corresponding values 
tT, t;, . . . , t$_, exist and are unique. We deduce that each level d plane exists and 
is unique and hence, a separating parallel planes partition exists and is unique, 
given the coordinate axes. 
4. Algorithms for partitioning 
We start by describing a deterministic algorithm in two dimensions. It will be 
used to motivate and illustrate the algorithm in higher dimensions. This is not our 
most efficient algorithm. Later we will show how to achieve greater efficiency. 
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Recall the problem. We have two sets, each comprising at most &n points, 
separated by the x axis. We seek a line J that simultaneously bisects both these 
sets. Suppose this line makes an angle 0*, - f r < 0* s 1 n, with the y axis, measured 
anticlockwise. We show how to find 0”. Or rather, we show how to find tan 0*, 
denoted t”. It is then easy to determine J. 
Our method is to project the points parallel to J (currently unknown) onto the 
x axis. We then determine the median of each set of projected points (by sorting 
the points); this computation, as a side effect, will yield 0”. 
Recall that the point (a, b), under projection parallel to J, is mapped to a~*+ 6. 
The problem is to sort n expressions of the form at*+ 6, when we do not know the 
value of t*. This problem can be solved using the methodology developed by 
Megiddo for solving such parameterized problems [lo]. Rather than explain his 
general methodology, we instead concentrate on a restricted case to which a more 
efficient variant of Megiddo’s methodology discovered by Cole [3] applies. The 
latter methodology applies to sorting problems on n items, satisfying: 
(1) Comparisons can be ordered. That is, given a series of comparisons C, , . . . , C, 
for any p, there exists an ordering of these comparisons, denoted CV(,) c CVc2) s 
. . . CC ,,(P), where the ordering has the following meaning. We let D, denote Cmci) 
for 14 i c p. Suppose 0, is the comparison yI1 : y,, . If the result of comparison D, 
is that yil < y,? (respectively yi, s yJ, then the result of comparisons C, for j < i is 
that y,, < yj2 (respectively yj, < yj2); conversely, if y,, > y,, (respectively y,, 2 yi2), 
then the result of comparisons C, for j > i is that yJ, > yJZ (respectively yjla y,,). 
(2) The median of C, , . . , C, for p s n, in the ordering described in (l), can be 
computed in M(n) time. (This computation also divides the comparisons into those 
smaller, respectively larger, than the median.) 
(3) The result of a comparison can be computed in C(n) time. 
For such sorting problems, we can carry out the sort in O(n log n + 
log n(M(n)+C(n))) time. (In [3] it is implicitly assumed that M(n)=O(n); this 
will not always be the case here.) We refer to this algorithm as the parameterized 
sorting algorithm. 
Remark 4.1. Given (I), (2), and (3) above, it is clear that, given a set of sn 
comparisons, we can resolve at least half of them in O( M( n) + C(n)) time. The 
latter property is all that is needed to obtain the claimed time bound for the 
parameterized sort (see [3]; this result is not shown explicitly, but it is immediate). 
This remark is relevant to our algorithm in three or more dimensions. 
We apply this sorting algorithm to our problem. That is, we show that the problem 
can be put in a form satisfying (l), and we give algorithms for (2) and (3). 
First, we explain what it means to compare two projected points p1 = a,t* + 6, 
and pZ = a,t* + b,. This is simply a matter of deciding which of p, and pZ is the 
larger; that is, we need to determine the sign of ct”+ d, where c = a, -a2 and 
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d = b, - b,. If c = 0, this is simply the sign of d; otherwise, we might as well compute 
the sign of t* + e, where e = dl c. 
We order those comparisons, not yet resolved, according to the ordering of the 
corresponding terms e, considered as numeric values. Next, we describe how to find 
the median of n comparisons, that is, of n expressions of the form t* + ei, 1 s i G n. 
This can be done in linear time by computing the median of the numbers e,. 
Finally, to resolve a comparison, we evaluate the sign of the corresponding 
expression t*+ e. We choose I to satisfy t+ e =0 (let tan t?= 0. We project each 
set of points under the angle 6 (i.e., parallel to a line making an angle & with the 
y axis measured anticlockwise), projecting onto the x axis; we then compute the 
median of each set of projected points in linear time. Let x,r_, be the median of 
the projected points from below the x axis and xied be the median of the projected 
points from above the x axis. We note that if @> 0*, then ~2,~ > x.;,~; if e< 8*, 
then x:,,, < x,!,,,~, and if I? = 0*, then xied = x;,~. Hence, by determining the relative 
ordering of the two medians, we obtain the relative ordering of 0* and &, and 
thereby deduce the sign of t* + e. (If the two medians are equal, we have found the 
partitioning line J, and we stop the algorithm at this point.) Notice that this 
computation has reduced the range in which 0* can lie (by determining one of: 
fI* < &, 0* > 6). We keep track of this range; when the sort is complete, the range 
for 0* will have been reduced to a single value (since, when the sort is completed, 
the medians for the two sets of points are shown to be equal). 
We have shown that we can sort the projected points using the parameterized 
sorting algorithm. We deduce that we can sort the projected points in O(n log n) 
time. We have also found the partitioning line J: it is the line passing through the 
medians of the two sets of points. 
Remark 4.2. There is a linear time algorithm for this problem due to Megiddo [ 111; 
we will incorporate it into our solution later. The above O(n log n) algorithm is 
intended to help the reader understand the general algorithm given below. 
Next, to help the reader understand the general algorithm, we present our solution 
for the three-dimensional case. Our algorithm will use the solution to several 
subproblems. These subproblems are named using the notation for the general 
problem in d dimensions. This notation will be defined precisely when we give the 
algorithm for the general problem. For now, we use the notation without explanation. 
We recall that there are four regions U2. Also, we recall that the line L parallel to 
Zd, defined in Section 3, is the intersection of the level 1 and level 2 bounding planes 
for these regions. For each region we project the points in the region parallel to the 
plane dividing the region (Pi or P:) onto the line L, obtaining a set of projected 
points. For each of these four sets of points we will sort the projected points (Problem 
S(l;)), and thereby determine their medians (as in the two-dimensional case, the 
sort will also yield the actual values of @, i = 1,2). We recall that the point sets in 
regions with opposite signatures are required to have equal medians and that the 
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angles 07, i = 1,2, are the same for both level 3 planes. These constraints will guide 
the sorting algorithm. 
Under projection, the point (a,, a2, a3) is mapped to a,tT + a,tf + ~1~. Thus, 
comparing two projected points reduces to determining the sign of an expression 
of the form b, rT + &tz* + b,. If b, and b, are zero, we need only determine the sign 
of b,. If just bi is zero, we need only determine the sign of t; + c3, where c3 = b,/b, 
(Problem R(2;)). While if b, is nonzero, we need only determine the sign of 
tT+c,t,*+c,, where cj= b,/b, forj=2,3 (Problem R(l;)). 
We notice that determining the median comparison is no longer an obvious 
operation. Instead, we divide the comparisons into the three classes just described. 
For the second and third classes, we will determine and resolve the median com- 
parison in each class. We can then deduce the result of at least half the comparisons. 
As remarked above, this is sufficient to allow us to apply Cole’s parameterized 
sorting algorithm. For the second class, we determine the median by computing the 
median of expressions c3; this can be done in linear time. For the third class, we 
need to determine the median of expressions of the form c,t:+ cj. This can be 
solved by sorting these expressions (Problem S(2;)). 
As we will show below, subproblems R(l;), R(2;), S(2;) are each solved in 
0( n log2n) time. Thus, the main problem, Problem S( l;), is solved in 0( n log3n) 
time. 
We turn to Problem S(2;): sorting m G n expressions of the form cztt + c3. Again, 
we apply the parameterized sorting algorithm. Here a comparison amounts to 
determining the sign of an expression of the form d,tz+ d3. If d2 is zero, this is 
immediate, while if it is nonzero, this is equivalent to determining the sign of t; + e3, 
where e3 = d3/d2. But this is just Problem R(2;). Determining the median of m 
expressions tf + e3 is equivalent to computing the median of m terms e,; this can 
be done in linear time. As we will show below, Problem R(2;) is solved in 0( n log n) 
time; thus, Problem S(2;) takes O(n log’n) time. 
We consider Problem R( 1;) next: determining the sign of an expression tf + a*t,* + 
us. Let fi = -(u2tz + u3) and let tan g1 = r, . Either tr > f,, or tr < i, , or tr = i,. We 
determine which case holds by computing the median of each of the four sets under 
projection onto L (the line parallel to &), projecting parallel to a plane P where, 
in the y,-y, plane, P makes an angle of 13: with the y, axis (measuring from y3 to 
yz) and, in the y,-y2 plane, P makes an angle of 8i with the y, axis (measuring 
from y3 to yl). If t; > t:, then the median of the sets on the positive side of the level 
1 plane will be greater than that of the sets on the negative side, and conversely. 
Thus we compare the medians to determine the relative sizes of 1: and ti. Again, 
we compute medians by sorting, where each projected point is of the form a,t,* + a3 
(remember we can substitute for i,). But this is Problem S(2;), which was solved 
in O(n log2n) time. So Problem R(l;) also takes O(n log’n) time to solve. 
We proceed to Problem R(2;): determining the sign of an expression t,*+ u3. Let 
T2 = -a,, and let tan 8, = i,. We need to determine the relative sizes of i2 and tc. 
We project onto the level 2 plane parallel to a line making an angle of J2 with the 
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yZ axis in the y,-y, plane. We compute the two values, ty and t: of t: for the two 
planes dividing the unmixed and mixed regions respectively under this projection. 
We note that if i, > tf , then t:< ti, and conversely (see Lemma 3.6). Thus, to solve 
Problem R(2;) we need to solve two problems of the following form: under projection 
by & compute the corresponding tT (Problem S(1;2)). As we will note below, 
Problem S(1;2) is solved in O(n log n) time; thus, Problem R(2;) also requires 
0( n log n) time. 
We note that Problem S(1;2) it is an instance of the two-dimensional problem 
whose solution was described above. It is solved in 0( n log n) time. 
We conclude that the three-dimensional separating partition can be computed in 
O(n log’n) time. 
We turn to the general problem in d dimensions. We recall that there are 2dm’ 
regions U”-‘. With each such region we associate the sequence of angles 
0T, et,. . . , ez-,, associated with the level d plane dividing the region. For each 
region, we project the points onto the line L (defined in the previous section), 
projecting parallel to the plane dividing the region. For each of these 2dp’ sets, we 
want to sort the projected points and thereby determine their medians (as before, 
the sort will also yield the actual values of 0 f, 1 s i G d - 1). We recall that the point 
sets contained in regions with opposite signature should have equal medians, that 
for point sets bisected by planes in S) the angle 0: is the same for 1~ is d - 2 and 
0s j<2dm1m2, and that es_, is the same for all the points sets. These constraints 
will be used to guide the sorting algorithm. 
Under projection, the point (a,, . . . , ad) is mapped to 
a, t:: t. . . + U&,ff _, + U,l. 
Thus, comparing two projected points reduces to determining the sign of an 
expression of the form 
b,t:+. . .+bd_,t;-,+bd. 
Let i be the smallest index such that b, is nonzero; equally, we could compare the 
two projected points by determining the sign of 
t:+c,+,t:+,+. . .+C&,t;_*+C& 
where c, = b,/ b,. 
At this point, rather than continue explaining how to sort the projected points, 
we describe two more general problems and show how to solve them by mutual 
recursion. The sorting problem will be an instance of the general problem. 
The first problem, denoted S( j;x;i, , . . . , ik), is the problem of finding the median 
of (usually by sorting) n expressions 
a& + ’ . .+qd-lb ~,+QJ, lcI<n, 
with the following choice of values for t,: for i = i,, is rc k, we have ti = 
Ct,: bi,t, + bid (the constants b,,5 are part of the input for the problem instance) and, 
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for i#i,, jsisd-1, we have t,=tT, where the values t: are associated with the 
planes in the set Sip’ that contains Si,-‘. (Recall that, for each set Si-‘, OT is defined 
to be the angle producing the required parallelism for the planes in Sk-‘, given the 
values t, for s > i.) We require that i, > . . . > ik 2 j and 1 s js d. We will usually 
omit the index x; no ambiguity will occur. 
The second problem, denoted R(j;x;i,, . . . , ik), is the problem of computing the 
sign of the expression art, f. . . + ad-, td-, + ad, with the same choice of values for 
t,, j s is d - 1, and the same requirements as for the first problem, except that we 
require ik >j. Again, we omit the index x. 
We solve each problem in turn. For the first problem, assuming ik > j and j < d, 
we apply the parameterized sorting algorithm. (We discuss the other cases below.) 
A comparison of two expressions reduces to determining the sign of an expression 
E of the form k,t~ +. . .+ b,_, td_, + b,. Let h be the least index such that bh is 
nonzero. Determining the sign of E is equivalent to computing the sign of 
where c, = b,/b,,. Since resolving a comparison amounts to determining the sign of 
F, we can order the comparisons by the numeric order of the corresponding 
expresstons t, + ch+, th+, t.. + cc,_, td_, + cd. According to the methodology given 
above, we have two tasks to carry out. The first is to find the median of n such 
comparisons (i.e., to find the median of n expressions th + cI1+, th+, +. . . + cd_, td_, + 
cd); the second is to determine the sign of the median comparison (i.e., determining 
the sign of an expression th + c,,+, th+, +. . . + cd-, td_, + cd). Having carried out these 
two tasks we are able to resolve one half of the comparisons. We will proceed 
differently; at the end of the process we will still be able to resolve one half of the 
comparisons, which, as remarked above, suffices. The method we use is to divide 
the comparisons into d -j sets (for reasons that will become clear) and determine 
the sign of the median comparison in each set; we can then resolve one half of the 
comparisons in each set, and hence resolve one half of the comparisons overall. 
To find the median of n comparisons (i.e., of n expressions t,, + c,,+, th+, +. . . + 
c&l td_, + cd) we sort the expressions. If the leading term in each expression were 
t,, we would solve this problem by sorting the remainder of each expression, that 
is, expressions of the form c,+, t, +, +. . + cd-, td 1 + cd with the same choice of values 
for tj as above; this is just Problem S(j+ l;i,, . . , i+), where i,, . . . , ik, is the 
longest prefix of i,, . , ik with iL, Z- I. But the leading term in some expressions 
need not be f,. So we divide the expressions, according to their leading term, into 
d-j sets. We sort each set and then we evaluate the sign of the median expression 
in each set. We note that, by substituting for variables t,,, 1~ 1 c k, we eliminate the 
sets with leading term t,,. The sorting requires recursive calls to S(l;i, , . . , ik,) for 
j+l~l~dandI#i,+l,l~r~k,wherei,,...,i,,isthelongestprefixofi,,...,i~ 
with i k, 3 1. Evaluating the sign of th+ch+,th+,+. ’ ’ + cd-, t&l + cd is just Problem 
R(h;i,, . . , ik,, ); thus we have recursive calls R( 1; i, , . , iL,) for j c 1 c d - 1 and 
l#i,, lsrsk. 
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If j = d, S(d;) is the problem of finding the median of n values aid, 1 s i 5 n. We 
can compute this in linear time. If ik = j, we substitute for t;, and S( j; i, , . , ik) 
becomes Problem S(j+ I;&, . . . , ik_,). 
For the second problem, we seek the sign of an expression a,t, +. . . + ad_,td_, + ad 
with the choice of values for ti given above. Let i; be the value of q for which the 
above expression is zero. Suppose tj corresponds to the set $.,-I. Recall that here 
the values tf are associated with the planes in Si-‘, j 4 i < d, where Si;’ C_ S:-‘. We 
seek to find the values fj_’ and ti-’ producing the required parallelism for the planes 
in Si;’ and Si,;:, , when tj = t; (see Lemma 3.6). If tf_’ = f?-‘, we know $ = t;. 
Otherwise, since by Lemma 3.6, f:_‘- f?_’ is a strict function of t,, we can, given 
the sign of fj-, - fj-l, deduce the sign of tT - i;. This then determines the sign of 
the expression. To find tj-, and t,‘-, we compute the median of each of 2’ sets of 
projected points, each such set comprising the points from one of the regions bisected 
by a plane in Si;’ with the choice of values for ti given above, except that we assign 
rJ = c :Z,‘+’ b;J, + bjd, where bj,v = -~,/a, for j < s s d. But these are 2’ instances of 
Problem S(l;i,, . . . , ik, j). On completing all the sorts we will have obtained the 
values f:-’ and tfpl and thus we can deduce the sign of the expression ait, +. . . + 
a&ltd-l + ad, with the choice of values for ti given above. 
The original sorting problem we mentioned can now be seen to be 2d-’ instances 
of Problem S(l;). It remains to show that the recursion for S and R is finite, and 
to analyse the running time. We carry these out together. 
Consider Problem S( j; i,, . . . , ik); if ik > j and j < d, it induces O(log n) recursive 
callstoS(Z+1;il,...,i,,)andR(I,il,...,i,,)forj~~<dandZ#i,,1~r~k,where 
‘I,..., ik, is the longest prefix of i,, . . . , ik with ik, 2 1. While if ik = J; it induces one 
recursive call to S( j + 1; i,, . . . , ik_,). Finally, if j = d, the procedure runs in linear 
time. Now, consider Problem R( j; i,, . . . , ik); it induces 2’ recursive calls to 
S(l;i,,..., ik, j). Consider the recursion tree, where we condense every node of 
degree 1 and every node labeled R into its parent. We obtain a tree whose nodes 
have degree O(d 2d log n). We note that each leaf represents linear work. Thus, if 
we can bound the height of the tree by h, we can deduce that the algorithm runs 
in time O(n(c log r~)~), where c is an appropriate constant. Let PS(j; i,, . . . , ik) 
denote the maximum path length to a descendant leaf from a node corresponding 
to the recursive call S( j; i, , . . , ik). We have for j < ik, 
PS( j; i, , . . , ik) = 1 +ma,x (PS(Z+ 1; iI,. . . , ik,), PS(1; i,, . . . , ik,, I)), 
a 
where i,, . . . , ik, is the longest prefix of i,, . . . ,ik with i,,zl and Itsi,, lsrsk, 
and if j=j,, 
PS(j; i ,,..., ik)=PS(j+l; i, ,..., ik-‘), and PS(d;)=O. 
We claim that the length of the longest path from a node representing 
S( j; i,, . . . , ik) is 
2d-I _ 2 2i,-l _2j-I, 
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It is easy to check the correctness of this formula by induction on d -j. Thus the 
height of the tree for S(l;) is g(d) = 2d-’ - 1, which gives us a running time of 
O(n(c log n)g(d)), h w ere c is a suitable constant. (c = bd2d, where b is the constant 
that arises in the parameterized sorting algorithm; this constant b is independent 
of the problem at hand.) 
As commented above, Megiddo gives a linear time algorithm for the two- 
dimensional problem [ll]. We can use this algorithm for Problem S(1; d - 1, d - 
2, . . . ,2), thereby reducing all the running times by a factor of O(log n). Below we 
will show that we can trim off more factors of O(log n); this latter improvement is 
more complicated, however. 
Before obtaining this improvement, we remind the reader of Megiddo’s solution 
to the two-dimensional problem. To keep its application to the d-dimensional 
problem clear, rather than solve it in a dual space as Megiddo does, we solve it in 
the original space. 
Problem. Given n, red points above the line y = 0 and n2 black points below the 
line y = 0, find the bisecting line with s n3 red points and s n4 black points to its 
left, and with frt, - n3 - 1 red points and sn, - n4 - 1 black points to its right 
(n,s-n,, n4sn,). 
Solution. We give a linear time reducing algorithm that transforms the input problem 
of size n into an instance of the same problem of size at most in. Hence, the whole 
problem can be solved in linear time. We describe the reducing algorithm as a 
sequence of seven steps. 
Step 1: In linear time, compute the median ymed of the y coordinates of the points. 
Step 2: Pair the points, except for those points on the line y = ymed, each pair 
consisting of one point below y = ymed and one point above y = ymed. Leftover points 
not on y = ymed, if any, are paired with points on y = ymed. The remaining points 
on y = ymed, if any, are termed the unpaired points. 
Step 3: Join each pair of points by a line and compute its slope; in linear time, 
compute s, the median slope. 
Step 4: Determine whether the bisecting line has slope greater or less than s as 
follows. In linear time, compute the line L of slope s that passes through the ( n3 + 1)st 
red point (the points being ordered from left to right with respect to L). If there 
are more than n4 (respectively n2 - n4 - 1) black points to the left (respectively right) 
of L, then the dividing line has slope less (respectively greater) than s (see Fig. 4). 
The only other possibility is that L is the bisecting line sought, in which case the 
algorithm terminates. 
Step 5: Without loss of generality, suppose that the bisecting line has slope greater 
than s. Consider the lines constructed in Step 3 of slope less than s. For each such 
line, compute the point at which it crosses the line y = ymed. To these points, add 
the unpaired points from Step 2, forming a set S of points. In linear time, compute 
the median, x,,,, of the x coordinates of the points in S. Let p = (x,,~, ymed). 
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n3= n 4-3 
n, = n,=7 
X 
Fig. 4. 
Step 6: Determine if the bisecting line passes to the left or the right of p as follows. 
Suppose that ymed 2 0 (respectively SO). Determine the line K through p also passing 
through the (n4+ l)st black (respectively (n,+ 1)st red) point as follows. For each 
black (respectively red) point, compute the slope of the line joining this point to p. 
Compute the (n,+ 1)st (respectively (n,+ 1)st) slope s’. K is the line of slope s’ 
passing through p. For each red (respectively black) point, determine to which side 
of K it lies. If more than n3 red (respectively n4 black) points lie to the left of K, 
then the bisecting line is to the left of p, while if more than n, - n3 - 1 red (respectively 
nZ - n4 - 1 black) points lie to the right of K, then the bisecting line is to the right 
of p (see Fig. 5). The only other possibility is that K is the bisecting line sought, 
in which case the algorithm terminates. 
Step 7: Without loss of generality, suppose that the bisecting line passes to the 
left of p. Consider the lines constructed in Step 3 of slope less than s to the right 
of p. Each such line is defined by two points. The endpoint on or above y = y,,,ed 
lies to the right of the bisecting line (see Fig. 6). The same is true of those points 
on y = ymed to the right of p. There are at least in such points. Since we know to 
which side of the bisecting line these points lie, we can eliminate them, thereby 
producing a smaller instance of the same problem. Similarly, in the other cases, we 
also can eliminate at least in points. n, , nz, n3, and n4 are adjusted accordingly. 
We describe the solution in three dimensions next; it is similar. We apply the 
above algorithm twice: once to the points in the two regions divided by the plane 
in $, and once to the points in the two regions divided by the plane in S:. We 
project from three dimensions to two dimensions by mapping the points as follows: 
n, q n2= 7 
n3= n4= 3 
line 
Fig. 5 
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x Points guaranteed to be 
to right of bisecting line 
0 Other points 
Fig. 6. 
a point (a,, u2, u3) is mapped to (a,, a,@+ u3) (which we treat as the y and x 
coordinates, respectively). We carry out Steps 1 through 7 as given above, but with 
the points being parameterized by tf here; this necessitates some changes, described 
below. 
We face two difficulties in using the above algorithm. One is to compute the kth 
largest of terms involving tf. We solve this by using the algorithm given above for 
S(2;) in three dimensions, this algorithm takes time O(n log n) (remember we 
improved the initial time bounds by a factor of O(log n)). A second difficulty is to 
evaluate the sign of an expression tz + b. We solve this by using the algorithm given 
above for R(2;) in three dimensions; this algorithm takes time O(n). We refer to 
these two procedures as Computations 1 and 2 respectively. 
Next, we describe the changes that need to be made to each of the seven steps 
of Megiddo’s algorithm. 
Steps 1 and 2 are the same as in the two-dimensional algorithm. 
Step 3: Let (a,, u,+a,tf) and (b,, b,+ b2tz) be two points that are paired. The 
line joining them has slope (b, - u,)/[(b2- u2) t; + (b,- uo)]. To find the median 
slope s, we compute the median of their inverses, using Computation 1. So, overall, 
Step 3 takes O(n log n) time. 
Step 4: Let s = u/(bt$ + c) be the slope found in Step 3. A red or black point, 
under projection parallel to a line of slope s onto the line y = 0, is mapped to 
x = cy +fltf. We need to find the ( rr3 + 1)st (respectively (IT,+ 1)st) largest of the 
projected red (respectively black) points; we do this in O(n log n) time (Computation 
1). Finally, we need to order the two points we have found: this requires determining 
the sign of an expression ctf + d, which takes a further O(n) time (Computation 2). 
Step 5: The crossing points have the form at,” + b. We need to find the median 
of these points; we use Computation 1, taking time O(n log n). 
Step 6: We need to compute the (n,+ 1)st (respectively (n, + 1)st) largest of the 
slopes of the set of lines joining the black (respectively red) points to p. Each of 
these lines has a slope of the form u/(bt,* + c). So we apply Computation 1 to the 
inverses of the slopes, as in Step 3. This determines the line K. TO finish the step, 
we proceed as follows. We project the red (respectively black) points parallel to K 
onto the line y = 0; then we sort the projected points and the point at which K 
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crosses y = 0, using Computation 1. We can then determine those red (respectively 
black) points to the left and right of K. So Step 6 takes a total of O(n log n) time. 
Step 7 is the same as in the two-dimensional algorithm. 
Thus, the three-dimensional algorithm runs in O(n log n) time. 
In d dimensions, instead of applying the algorithm twice (as in three dimensions), 
we apply the algorithm 2dm2 times: once for each pair of regions with opposite 
signatures (each such pair of regions is bisected by a unique level d plane). Also, 
instead of having to sort terms of the form at; + b, we will have to sort terms of the 
form aztT +. . .+ad_,t$_,fad. We sort these terms using the algorithm for S(2;) 
given above, where we make the following change. For d > 3, we note that Problem 
S(l; d - 1) is effectively a problem of lower dimension; so we solve this problem 
recursively (using the (d - 1)-dimensional version of the algorithm described here). 
It is easy to deduce that the running time for the partitioning algorithm in d 
dimensions, d > 2, will be 0( n log/‘d’n), where f(d) = 2d-’ - d. 
Remark 4.3. We can obtain similar partitioning algorithms for a variant of the 
partition described in [ 151. In [ 151 the partition in d-dimensions consists of a 
bisecting plane P, orthogonal to the axis x d, together with recursive partitions of 
the projection (in the subspace P) of the point sets in the two halfspaces defined 
by P. The recursive partitions are constrained by requiring the ‘center’ to be equal 
in the two partitions (see [ 151 for a definition of the center). However, it is not 
required that the same axes be used in the two recursive partitions; we impose this 
additional requirement. This reduces the number of planes forming the partition to 
2dm’. 
To obtain algorithms similar to those given above, we need to reprove the existence 
of the partition of [ 151, in a style akin to that of Section 3. Essentially, the construction 
of [15] requires the equating of more and more centers, rather than of angles. To 
show that this is possible, we need a lemma similar to Lemma 3.5. We state the 
result below. We do not state or prove the analogue of Lemma 3.6; this is relatively 
straightforward and is left to the interested reader. 
Lemma 4.4. Let f,(xk, . . , x,) and f2(xk, . . . , x,) be continuous, strict, unbounded 
functions, with fi and f2 increasing functions of xk, . . . , x2, f, decreasing in x, and fi 
increasing in x, . Let g( xk, . . . , x2) be thefunction such that cf, -f2)(xkr . . . , x2, g) = 0. 
nenf,(xk, . . . , x2, g) is a continuous, strict, unboundedfunction of each ofxk, . . . , x2; 
and it is an increasing function of each of these variables. 
We use algorithms very similar to those given above; the main difference is that 
we pair regions differently (this corresponds to the different pairing in the partition 
of [15]). Also, when seeking an angle tf rather than seeking to make fJ_, and tf_, 
equal, we will be trying to make two centers equal. But these are differences of 
detail; the structure of the algorithm is identical. The algorithms we obtain have 
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the same running time in dimension d as those given above, for all d. The specific 
details are left to the interested reader. 
Remark 4.5. An interesting question is whether there are linear time algorithms for 
computing the parallel planes partition in d dimensions, analogous to the linear 
time algorithm in two dimensions. 
Remark 4.6. An important feature of our proof of separability is that it has shown 
that the partition is separating for the point set at hand, rather than for a continuous 
analogue of the point set, as was done in [2,5, 151, for example. This leads to an 
algorithm naturally, whereas, in the other papers just mentioned, no efficient 
algorithms are given (essentially, those papers suggest using exhaustive search). Our 
advantage arises because we do not face the difficulty of having to translate a proof 
about a continuous structure into an algorithm for a discrete sturcture. 
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